


Captain Voltage vs. The Energy Eliminator
terror struck an innocent property owner when one of his fluorescent tubes had a meltdown and became 

the energy eliminator. At any moment, the rest of his lighting could turn to the dark side. Afraid of what the 

future could hold for his facility, he contacted the Technical Consumer Products (TCP) task force to help.

Looks like it’s time 
for some lighting 

justice!!

Captain voltage 
here...What’s 
going on? 

I’m swamped with energy bills 
ever since the Energy Eliminator 

showed up!! I’m worried I might go 

bankrupt!

tcp is well 
equipped to handle 
situations like this. 

hang tight.

Soon, your energy 
bills will be through 
the roof, and there’s 
nothing you can do to 

stop me! 

Meanwhile back at TCP headquarters...



somewhere in ohio...

just talked to 
Captain Voltage...time 
to take down the 

next evil villain.

It’s time for this 
villain’s warranty 

to expire! 

we will need to 
devise a  lighting 
plan, and quick!  

Off they go in search of the perfect 

distributor to join their team for the mission...

We would be honored to 

partner with the TCP Task 

Force on this mission. 

The Eliminator won’t 

know what hit him! 

Captain Voltage met with his client again 
to discuss the plan to remove the Energy 

Eliminator once and for all... 

Thanks to the experience and lighting 
knowledge of the TCP Task Force, this 
mission was going to be a piece of cake.

We 
can’t let him 

steal anymore 
energy from this poor 

man’s facility...he must 

be stopped!! 



wow, He’s a 
lot smaller in 

person...
shhh, he will hear you! 
and Don’t underestimate 
him - He can really suck 
the life out of you!! 

They found rebates...

and achieved a fast roi.

They even helped pick the right lamp.

Now that Captain Voltage had 
gathered some intel from the 

lighting audit, the task force had 
everything they needed to execute 

the rest of the lighting plan. 



Another lighting 
villain taken down, but 
I’m afraid he won’t be 

the last...

You haven’t seen 

the last of me!! 

The Energy eliminator was handed over to the authorities, where he would 

later be properly disposed of. The client saved so much money on energy 

and maintenance costs, that he was able to afford a much-needed vacation. 

To be continued...



Technical Consumer Products, Inc.

325 Campus drive, aurora, oh 44202 

Visit: 

www.tcpi.com

to contact your tcp 

representative today!


